GERMANY TOUR

JUN 18-28

A spring visit to all the busiest airports in Germany and lots of Interesting
bonus airports in between, stopping at some of our favourite hotels

THU 18 We depart from the UK in the evening, for our overnight sailing to Calais.
FRI 19 We drive directly to KOLN, where we catch the early departures. Then we continue to our next stop
at FRANKFURT, where we spend the rest of the day. At lunchtime, we check-in at our fantastic hotel which
overlooks the whole airport and have the rest of the day at leisure.
SAT 20 We have all morning at FRA with optional visit to EGELSBACH. Then at lunchtime we drive via
a quick stop at BADEN BADEN on the way to STUTTGART and our overnight stop nearby.
SUN 21 We have a morning airport tour. We then drive to AUGSBURG then arrive at MUNICH, where we
spend the afternoon on the viewing mound, with our overnight hotel next to the runway.
MON 22 All morning on the mound, or the option for a short visit to the nearby museum at SCHLEISSHEIM.
At lunchtime we depart for INGOLSTADT and NURNBERG. Then finally on to LEIPZIG-HALLE the busy
freight hub. We will have an airport hotel, to give the chance of watching the late DHL freighter movements.
.
TUE 23 After breakfast, a quick look at the morning freighters, then a short drive to BERLIN. We visit
SCHOENEFELD and SCHOENHAGEN, then we continue to TEGEL, where we spend the rest of the day.
Our hotel is close to the airport.
WED 24 We have a full day in TEGEL. There is an option to stay at the main airport, or visit the 3 city
museums, GATOW, TECHNIKMUSEUM, ALLIED MUSEUM, returning to the Tegel roofdeck in the afternoon.
THU 25 We depart mid-morning for BRAUNSWEIG, home to Volkswagen. After a short stop here we
continue to HAMBURG, where we have the remainder of the day. Our hotel is a short walk from the terminal.
FRI 26 We have a quick visit to the viewing deck, then short drive to FINKENWERDER and a full SPOTTER
tour of the AIRBUS FACTORY. After the tour we drive to CUXHAVEN to visit the AERONAUTICUM MUSEUM
then our final visit and overnight stay at HANOVER
.
SAT 27 First we stop at the nearby VISCOUNT and LAATZEN MUSEUM. Then MUNSTER-OSNABROUCK,
DORTMUND and finally DUSSELDORF, where we spend the rest of the day. Our hotel is close to the airport.
SUN 28 A short visit this morning then we continue via MONCHENGLADBACH, MAASTRICHT, LEIGE
and a final stop at the viewing area at BRUSSELS. Then it’s back via Calais, arriving back late evening.

Several extra stops may well be added, between Airports
JOINING DURING THE TOUR BY FLYING OUT / BACK IS NO PROBLEM

Cost: £799

Deposit: £149

Single Room: £329

Includes: Luxury Coach transportation, Ferry crossings, 9 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

UPGRADES

£195
DOUBLE SEAT
FREE DRINKS*

*Ask for details

